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APPLICATION NOTE

USING THE INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODE WITH ST7
by 8-Bit Micro Application Team

INTRODUCTION

The ST7 assembly language instruction set includes the indirect addressing mode (indexed or
not) for short and long variables. The purpose of this document is to show how using the indi-
rect addressing mode is useful.

1 DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODES

As it is shown in the following examples, the indirect addressing mode is used by the assembly
language when the destination byte is inside brackets [ ].

In this mode the label located inside the brackets is called a pointer. In the ST7 instructions set
the pointer must be located in the short addressing RAM: its address must be a byte.

1.1 SHORT INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODE

The pointer contains the address of the data to process. This mode allows the result of a pre-
vious calculation to be the address of the data to process.

■ Addressable space: $00 to $FF.

■ Example: if the pointer label is an 8 bit symbol defined as $9B.

Before Completion

Address Data

4D

85

$85

Address Data

D4

85

$85

Label:$9B

After Completion

SWAP [label]

Label:$9B
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1.2 LONG INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODE

This mode is similar to the short indirect mode, but the effective address is a 16-bit word. This
allows to access the whole address range.

■ Addressable space: $0000 to $FFFF.

■ Example: if the pointer label is an 8 bit symbol defined as $9B.

Note the extension “.W” indicates the long indirect addressing mode is used.

1.3 SHORT INDIRECT INDEXED ADDRESSING MODE

In this mode, as the short indirect mode, the byte address following the opcode contains an 8-
bit pointer. The pointer content is added with the content of an index register (X or Y). The sum
is the effective address of the data to process.

■ Addressable space: $000 to $1FE.

■ Example: if the pointer label is an 8 bit symbol defined as $85 and if X register contains 4.

Before Completion

Address Data

D4

20

$9C
Label:$9B

After Completion

LD A,[label.w]

E5

$E5D4

A= $20

Before Completion

Address Data

FE

0A

Label:$85

$FE

After Completion

CLR ([label],X)
$FF

$100
$101
$102

1E
F6
A8
B3

Address Data

FE

0A

Label:$85

$FE
$FF

$100
$101
$102

1E
F6
A8
00$FE+$04=$102

with X=4
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1.4 LONG INDIRECT INDEXED ADDRESSING MODE

This mode uses a 16-bit index in the memory and adds its contents with the 8-bit content of the
index register (X or Y), the sum is the effective 16-bit address of the data to process.

Addressable space: $0000 to $FFFF.

Example: if the pointer label is an 8 bit symbol defined as $85 and if X register contains 2.

Note the “.W” indicates the long indirect addressing mode is used.

2 ADVANTAGES IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMATION

This addressing mode allows to minimize an application size code. Instead of using a macro
to define a repetitive operation with different parameters, the indirect addressing mode per-
mits to use a function.

2.1 EXAMPLE

The purpose of the following example is to write a part of code which increments all the values
contained in an array. This code must be reusable in the same program to process different
arrays. The first address and the array length are given.

Before Completion

Address Data

4D

0A

$86

$E14D

After Completion

LD A,([label.w],X)

$E14F
$E150

1E
F6 $E14D+$02=$E150

E1Label:$85

A=$F6

with X=4
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2.1.1 Using a macro and direct addressing mode.

This macro use direct indexed addressing mode.
inc_arr MACRO array, lgth;array is the address of the first byte of

;the array, lght contains the array length

LOCAL jump

LD X,#{lgth-1}

jump INC (array,X),A ;direct indexed addressing mode

LD DEC X

JRPL jump

MEND

2.1.2 Using a function and indirect instructions

The function uses the indirect indexed mode.
.fct_incLD ad_array,A ;ad_array contains the array address,this

;parameter is stored in A, the length in X

.cont INC ([ad_array],X)) ;indirect indexed addressing mode

DEC X

JRPL cont

RET

In this example the incremented array (array1) is defined in the short addressing RAM,
array1 is the starting address and lght1 the length. The function “fct_inc” is called by the
program as it shown in the following lines follow.

LD A,#array1 ;the array1 address is stored in A

LD X,#{lght1-1}

CALL fct_inc

2.2 CONCLUSION

Every time the macro is used the code is copied in ROM, when using a function the code is
written only one time and the data are processed using the indirect addressing mode.

This example shows that only the indirect addressing mode allow to use of a function in this
case, thus an optimization in term of application size code using the assembly language.
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3 ADVANTAGES IN C LANGUAGE PROGRAMMATION

In many programming applications, the data may have complex forms. To ease the handling
of these data, C language is used that simplify the writing of the code by allowing expressions
like:

AC[k] = AB[j] + AA[i];

Where AA, AB and AC are arrays of numbers, and I, J and K the indexes to these arrays. The
HIWARE C compiler for ST7 translates this in available machine-language instructions in-
cluded in the ST7 instruction set.

If these are arrays of bytes which base address is RAM but not in page zero, the following in-
struction sequence would fit:

LD X, J ; Set Index register to value of index I of

;array AA

LD A,([AB.W],X) ; Get value AA[I] / indirect addressing mode

LD X, I ; Set Index register to value of index J of

;array AB

ADD A,([AA.W],X) ; Add value of AB[J]/ indirect addressing mode

LD X, K ; Set Index register to value of index K of

;array AC

LD ([AC.W],X),A ; Put result into AC[K]

In this case, the whole addition is performed in:

- 31 cycles

- 3.875µs at fCPU = 8 MHz

- 15 bytes of code.

If the 3 arrays are located in the page zero (address on 8 bits), the whole addition is performed
in:

- 28 cycles

- 3.5µs at fCPU = 8 MHz

- 15 bytes of code.

The obvious compacted size of this generated code is due to the indirect addressing mode in
the ST7 instruction set.

This is only one of the many examples where powerful addressing modes help translate high-
level language with a good efficiency.
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